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Storage redundancyProteomics methods, especially high-throughput mass spectrometry analysis have been continually developed
and improved over the years. The analysis of complex biological samples produces large volumes of raw data.
Data storage and recoverymanagement pose substantial challenges to biomedical or proteomic facilities regard-
ing backup and archiving concepts as well as hardware requirements. In this article we describe differences
between the terms backup and archive with regard tomanual and automatic approaches.We also introduce dif-
ferent storage concepts and technologies from transportable media to professional solutions such as redundant
array of independent disks (RAID) systems, network attached storages (NAS) and storage area network (SAN).
Moreover, we present a software solution, which we developed for the purpose of long-term preservation of
large mass spectrometry raw data ﬁles on an object storage device (OSD) archiving system. Finally, advantages,
disadvantages, and experiences from routine operations of the presented concepts and technologies are
evaluated and discussed. This article is part of a Special Issue entitled: Computational Proteomics in the
Post-Identiﬁcation Era. Guest Editors: Martin Eisenacher and Christian Stephan.
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.1. Introduction
In recent years proteomic techniques for high-throughput identiﬁ-
cation and quantiﬁcation of peptides and proteins have been steadily
improved and have become very popular and signiﬁcant in biomedical
and other ﬁelds of research. Particularly the core technology liquidernet ﬁle system; CPU, central
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nacher).
.V. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND lichromatography (LC) followed by mass-spectrometry (MS) is widely
used in proteomics and is established as one of the state-of-the-art
technologies for analyzing complex biological samples [1]. In the past
decade fromMS device toMS device generation [2,3], raw ﬁle sizes sig-
niﬁcantly grew due to two main reasons: better peptide LC separation
comprising increasing resolution power (i.e. peak capacity) leads [4]
to a higher amount of MS/MS-spectra; and the LC coupled mass spec-
trometers with higher resolution (up to 120,000 and slightly above)
as well as faster scanning speed (up to 50 species/s) ampliﬁed this
effect [5]. High throughput MS output of complex biological samples
produces large volumes of raw data, up to gigabyte ﬁle size per run.
This results in tremendous challenges for handling the data ﬂood regard-
ing storage and reliability in proteomic or biomedical research facilities
[6]. Similarly, genomic research areas, with the recently established high
throughput technologies such as next-generation sequencing (NGS)
methods, produce comparable or larger amounts of raw data. This
issue is connected to enormous demands on data storage requirements
which also have to be well contemplated and considered before
utilizing this technology [7]. Research facilities are often overwhelmed
with managing such large volumes of data because of unawareness
of backup concepts. In addition, these facilities often do not know
the intricacies of backup/archive concepts and their interaction
with hardware technologies [8]. In our facility we experienced this
data growth (per run) over the last years (see Fig. 1) and built
up backup and archiving solutions with low- to high-end storage
technology that allow management of huge amounts of data and
constantly increasing ﬁles.cense.
Years
Fig. 1. Boxplots of complex samples (120 min runs) of MS raw ﬁles from three different
mass spectrometry devices. The raw ﬁles were generated in the year 2004 (LCQ™ Deca
XP), 2009 (LTQOrbitrap XL) and 2012 (Orbitrap Elite). The average ﬁle size (n = number
of ﬁles analyzed) increased signiﬁcantly over the years, mainly due to better peptide LC
separation and higher and faster scanning speed.
Fig. 2. Difference between backup and archive: A backup creates a secondary copy
of primary data intended for recovery of current data and is generally overwritten
periodically (weekly, monthly). Data can be restored from a speciﬁc date. The archiving
process typicallymovesﬁxed data out of the active dataworkﬂow to secure unchangeable
content in long-term preservation. Archived data should also be backed up or
stored redundantly.
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archiving it is essential when creating data management strategies to
ensure long-term persistence, reliability and recoverability of high
valuable raw data.
The terms “backup” and “archive”/“archiving” are widespread.
Though both terms are widely used synonymously their meaning is
different (see Fig. 2). Both terms represent different concepts for
data management one should be aware of.
1.1. Backup
Let “primary data” be the active current data, which is in daily
use and may change now and then. The main reason for performing a
backup is to create copies of this primary data. The backup process
makes point-in-time copies of ﬁles and folders usually to an alternative
independent disk area. The backup represents a data copy of a speciﬁc
date and time. It can be used for recovery when primary data is lost,
destroyed or corrupted due to software or hardware problems or user
failure. As primary data is subject to constant changes and modiﬁca-
tions, previous backups become obsolete or out-of-date. For this reason
backups should be repeated periodically, either manually or automati-
cally by time scheduled software. Copying data from source to destina-
tion may follow one or more backup strategies which largely differ in
disk space and execution time:
• Full Backup — contains all data
• Differential Backup — contains all new or changed data since
full backup
• Incremental Backup — contains all new or changed data since last
incremental backup.
1.2. Archive
Archiving data is used for long-term preservation and securing of
unchanged, rare accessed or inactive data. This archivable primary data
is generally not copied but moved from primary storage to an archival
media destination (online or ofﬂine archive). Usually no primary data
remains on the primary storage. This places great demands on archivetechnology to additionally assure immutability and reliability of the
original data for the entire data life cycle. Archiving data helps to reduce
the amount of data which normally needs to be put into the backup
cycle. It is not unusual for archiving systems to provide additional
metadata, which is attached to the archived content for reasons of
documentation and faster search- and availability.
Backups should be performed for archived data as well, since the
archive may – as may the primary data – become damaged. Since
an archive usually contains unchanged data, one copy is sufﬁcient.
Alternatively the archive can be stored in an error-redundant system.
These concepts have been focused on already at a very early stage,
and most organizations, for which data availability and reliability are
crucial have established them. Among others, dentists and a waste
company published their experiences with backup strategies and
systems [9–12]. In many image processing facilities, technologies
such as “automated tapes”, “data grid” strategies and other backup
and archiving concepts have been described and discussed [13–15].
In the ﬁeld of genomics regarding next-generation sequencing
(NGS), data management systems have been established, providing
rule-based approaches for data replication and data protection [16].
In science ﬁelds of high-energy physics (HEP), data grid based or hi-
erarchical storage strategies for handling large distributed data sets
have been introduced and implemented [17,18]. Hospitals, medical
and healthcare environments have to ensure data disaster recovery
and availability and are bound by legal guidelines [19,20]. In the ﬁeld
of proteomics, data sharing in public repositories is discussed, while
focusing rather on the results of proteomics data analysis (e.g. protein
and peptide identiﬁcation) than on “simple” archiving of raw data
[21–26]. Generally speaking, laboratory environments are advised to
follow recommendations of “good scientiﬁc practice”. In this context
for instance, the German Research Foundation proposed that “primary
Table 1
Overview of different RAID levels.
RAID level Properties/preferable usage Number
of disks
RAID 0 (striping) No redundancy but parallel data access.
Recommended for read-only access
Minimum
2 disks
RAID 1 (mirroring) Recommended where high data
reliability is needed.
Minimum
2 disks
RAID 5 Performance, redundancy and cost-effective.
Recommended for effective usage of
disk space.
Often 3 or
5 disks
RAID 6 Similar to RAID 5 but copes with 2 disk
failures at once.
Preferred instead of RAID 5 for large capacity.
Minimum
4 disks
RAID 10 Combination of RAID 0 with RAID 1.
Higher safety
while increased read/write performance
Minimum
4 disks
RAID 50 Combination of RAID 0 with RAID 5.
Recommended if redundancy with
increased write performance is needed
(like databases)
Minimum
6 disks
RAID 60 Combination of RAID 0 with RAID 6. Similar
to RAID 50 but more reliability with
less performance.
Minimum
8 disks
Fig. 3. Data object of an object storage device (OSD). Data content and metadata are
attached and stored together in one object for the whole life-span. A universal unique
identiﬁer (UUID) is generated from a 128 bit address space which guarantees
unambiguousness on the system used. Objects are deposited without hierarchy.
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a durable form in the institution of their origin” [27,28]. Fulﬁlling this
approach of storing large heterogeneous data sets long-term is a big
challenge and still poses a problem for some laboratories [29].
In this article, advantages and disadvantages of backup and
archiving strategies for proteomics facilities with state-of-the-art
mass-spectrometers will be discussed, regarding costs, installation,
conﬁguration and maintenance effort, as well as effort for backup/
archive/recovery. Aspects regarding IT expertise, data reliability and
data loss will also be considered. Furthermore our IT-infrastructure
which uses different core technologies, and our archiving system for
long-term storing of MS raw data will be described.
Section 2 is an overview of common backup and archiving concepts
with various types of technologies andmethods. Section 3 gives insights
into solutions established in our facility, which could serve as an exam-
ple for data management in larger proteomics organizations and possi-
bly for other high data throughput institutions. Section 4 concludes the
article by discussing the reported strategies.
2. Overview of common backup/archive concepts
2.1. Backup/archive concepts
Technology underlies constant changes, nonetheless, in the
following section the principles of backup/archive approaches for
small to middle-sized facilities will be listed.
2.1.1. Backup/archive on transportable media (tape/memory stick/optical
disk/hard disks)
“Transportable media” (i.e. easily removable) have become afford-
able and commonly used in computer technology in almost every use
case. Data can be copied onto CDs, DVDs, blue ray disks or memory
sticks, which offer a capacity range from 700 MB to 50/64 GB.
Performing a data backup/archive on magnetic tape drives such as
digital data storage (DDS) or “linear tape open” (LTO) requires special
drives. These tapes offer capacities from 160 GB to 2.5 TB depending
on technology. Data protection and immutability can be achieved
by using WORM (write once read many) tapes especially for ofﬂine
archives. Some tape technologies offer metadata storage on separate
tape partitions.
Backup/archive can also be done on external or internal hard disks
that provide up to 4 TB. Data stored on transportable media types
can be recovered by using compatible disk drives, which are usually
mounted as folders of the operating system (OS).
2.1.2. Backup/archive on a redundant system (RAID)
For data backups or archiveswith higher capacity a dedicated server
system including a “redundant array of independent disk (RAID)” is
more suitable [30]. A RAID system includes multiple physical hard
disks which are merged to one logical disk. The main purpose is to
achieve higher data availability in cases of single disk failure (RAID 1
to n) or fast parallel data access without data redundancy (RAID 0).
In this case, hardware failure may cause data loss. Additionally, a RAID
system can be conﬁgured to focus on data throughput or storage
space efﬁciency. This can be achieved by using different RAID levels
such as RAID-6, RAID-10 or RAID-50 (see Table 1).
2.1.3. Backup/archive on a large professional solution (SAN, NAS, OSD)
Today, the backup/archive sector is enriched by large professional
solutions such as NAS (network attached storage), SAN (storage area
networks) or OSD (object storage devices). They allow for storage of
huge amounts of data and are mainly used in mid-sized and large
organizations. Here we give a short description of the different hard-
ware architectures.2.1.3.1. Network attached storage (NAS). NAS servers provide storage
capacity in a network (TCP/IP), where the ﬁle system can be a Unix
(NFS) or Windows (SMB/CIFS) based architecture [31]. NAS is a
ﬁle-based system where data is usually transferred via Ethernet
connections. A NAS is directly connected to the network without
a dedicated server and directories and ﬁles are displayed as shared
folders on the client system.
2.1.3.2. Storage area network (SAN). A SAN can be deﬁned as a shared
pool of servers and storage devices. They are connected via an Ethernet
network using the iSCSI protocol (internet small computer system
interface, SCSI over TCP/IP) or a high-speed optical network using SCSI
and FC (ﬁber channel) protocols for storing and protecting data [32].
A SAN provides a fast way of sharing data between different servers
and storage devices for data backups, archiving and restoring data
[33]. Data is directly stored to the hard disk drives using block-based
access. In such a block-based storage, data is transformed into a
sequence of bits and bytes of speciﬁc size (blocks). Data safety of the
entire SAN is achieved by disaster recovery concepts where snapshots
of the system are generated from time to time and replicated to an ex-
ternal storage in a spatially separated ﬁre compartment. The retention
time, after which a snapshot is taken, can be conﬁgured individually.
2.1.3.3. Object storage device (OSD). An OSD allows the storage of
objects: A “storage object” is deﬁned as a data container with variable
size and it is characterized as a logical unit of bytes on a storage
device [34]. Metadata is attached to the data content and is an
integral part of object characterization. Some metadata information
is attached by default (for instance creation time or HTTP response
codes), other metadata can be user-deﬁned (“custom metadata”).
Security policies that restrict access may also be part of the default
metadata. An object consists of data content and the associated meta-
data which is tightly integrated with a universally unique identiﬁer
(UUID) (see Fig. 3). Object storage solutions are used for long-term
preservation with easy access methods (for example: HTTP) and for
extensive data content characterizations by metadata. This object
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block-based technologies where ﬁles allow higher user application
abstraction and blocks offer scalable access to shared data [34].
All large professional storage solutions use RAID or other redundancy
technologies to prevent data loss by disk failure.
For large professional systems, data reduction approaches have
been established. The data de-duplication method is the most
efﬁcient technique in storage technology to remove “double data”
and to conserve demands for additional storage capacities; thus the
resulting costs are further reduced [35]. The method identiﬁes and
deletes duplicate blocks and replaces these with logical pointers
or references to single instances of the data [36]. This means that dif-
ferences between unique and duplicate blocks are recognized within
and between ﬁles and only the references of redundant information
are stored [35]. De-duplication functionality is either realized by soft-
ware or by hardware.2.1.4. Combining concepts: “backup to disk to tape”
Backup to hard disk and then to tape is a combined concept especially
widespread in economics where data loss can lead to bankruptcy. It is
alsowidely used in public institutionswhere data loss can lead to serious
harm to ofﬁcial documents. The concept is based on generating backup
copies on disk and additionally on a second medium such as magnetic
tape which provides redundancy. Often the ﬁrst backup step is done
over short periods (daily) and the second step is done after longer time
intervals (weekly or monthly). The second copy is kept as a long-term
backup.2.2. Two principle approaches for backup/archive
2.2.1. The manual approach
A manual backup/archive process can be accomplished by simply
copying/moving data from the source to the destination location.
Files and folders can be selected and copied/moved with standard
operations supplied by every OS (Windows, Linux or Mac).2.2.2. The automatic approach
An automatic backup/archive process uses the same methods
described in the manual approach. But the automatic mechanism is
conﬁgured in advance and normally scheduled on a regular basis
(daily, weekly, monthly). Data transfer is executed by special backup/
archive software or can be performed by scripts running in a task sched-
uler (Windows) or cron-daemon (Linux). There is a long range of differ-
ent backup software available ranging from open source (like “rsync”
[37] and “BackupPC”[38]) to commercial products which offer simple
to complex functionalities that can be customized to speciﬁc require-
ments. Some useful features of backup software are:
• Different backup types (full, differential, incremental)
• Manual and automatic backup options
• Restore functionality
• File and image based backup
• Compression functionality
• Compatibility to different media
• User friendly conﬁguration
• Data de-duplication technology.Fig. 4. A simple backup/archiving script runs in a scheduler on a regular basis. First,
the source raw data folder is mounted and ﬁles are compressed (.gz). Then they are
moved to a directory archive on the storage.3. Solutions established in our facility
In the following we will present some exemplary workﬂows
which are established in our facility especially for storing, performing
backups and archiving as well as recovering large MS data.3.1. CDs/DVDs for backup/archiving of MS raw ﬁles
Some years ago there were only a few possibilities for storing and
backup/archiving a large number of ﬁles from laboratory experiments
such as MS runs. Important data were stored and burned to transport-
able disks like CDs and DVDs. In our facility, it is not unusual that col-
leagues need to recover MS data from old experiments (e.g. 2007).
This data is still only available on disks and has to be inserted into CD
drives and manually searched and copied by using the operation
system's ﬁle manager. In addition, a vast number of unsorted and
shortly labeled CDs are in stock and are kept throughout thedepartment.
3.2. RAID ﬁle server for backup/archiving of MS raw ﬁles
Storing big amounts of MS data to CDs or DVDs are not possible
anymore. Single ﬁle size is often larger than disk capacity and MS
production time is shorter than burning time. As an example for a
relatively cheap and simple solution, we use a ﬁle storage system in
our facility which is able to store large amounts of data (Linux server
with RAID). A backup/archiving script runs in a cron-job which gets
the data periodically from the MS devices. The script functionality
mounts a shared folder from the MS device and initializes a ﬁle
compression (.gz). As soon as the ﬁle is compressed it is moved from
themounted folder to a destination “archive” folder on the storage sys-
tem (see Fig. 4). File recovery has to be done by searching the storage
system's folders manually (with OS functionality). This simple solution
can be extended with additional implementations (e.g. web GUI).
3.3. OSD for archiving MS raw ﬁles
Here we would like to present an OSD archiving system which we
use for long-term preservation of large MS raw data ﬁles. We use the
Dell DX6000 OSD as the hardware backbone for an online archive. The
software that is used to transfer, archive and recover raw data is an
own development.
3.3.1. Dell DX6000 object storage platform
The Dell DX6000 cluster is designed to store and access ﬁxed digital
content. The architecture utilizes simple and cost-effective methods,
including some powerful “self-management” features:
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object deletion
• Self-healing functionality for automated detection and repairing
errors, non-manual reconﬁguration and object regeneration
• Non-disruptive capacity expansion and automatic disk shutdown-
on-error
• Automated disk capacity and workload balancing
• Data protection without traditional backup by creating a user-
deﬁned number of object replicas
• Multiple access protocols likeHTTP and SDKs (C++, JAVA, Python, C#)
• 128-bit ﬂat address space (no hierarchy and ﬁle-system complexity)
for storing up to 3.4 × 1038 objects.
3.3.2. Mass spectrometry DX client (MSDX)
For MS data transfer and efﬁcient metadata management we
implemented our own client software solution calledMass Spectrometry
DX Storage Solution (MSDX) (see Fig. 5). It not only allows for object-
integrated default and custom metadata, but also a separate SQL data-
base for efﬁcient ﬁltering and searching of metadata. This standalone
tool, written in JAVA, uses the manufacturer's software development
kit (SDK) providing communication and data streaming functions
based on a subset of theHTTP/1.1 protocol called simple content storage
protocol (SCSP). The software provides the following features:
• User login
• File and folder compression (tar.gz)
• MySQL database interface Java Object Oriented Query (JOOQ) for
storing fetched metadata for ﬂexible information and data search
• Parsing of ﬁle information for storage in metadata database
• Data transfer streaming of data objects including default and
custom metadata (integrity seal, content-md5, policy for object
immutability with administration override)
• Rollback functionality: deleting data from archive in case of errors
to keep metadata database and archive consistent
• Multithreading: data compression simultaneously onmultiple cores
• Standard widget toolkit (SWT) GUI for ﬁle selection and ﬁle transfer
initiation
• LoggingFig. 5. The mass spectrometry DX (MSDX) client tool allows multiple ﬁle sele• HTML output result ﬁle
• File deletion from local disk after successful transfer
• Program conﬁguration with INI-ﬁle for easy customizing.
The MSDX client is installed and conﬁgured on the MS device
computer. The archiving process is initiated by selecting raw data
ﬁles, compressing and transferring them to the OSD. When data was
successfully transferred, all collected metadata is bundled and stored
in the SQL database.
3.3.3. DX recovery tool (DXrecover)
Once raw data was archived and metadata was stored in the rela-
tional database, the raw data can be recovered from the archive if
needed. We developed a browser based web application to allow
MS users to do this in an easy way. This application connects to the
metadata database and lists searched data links when requested by
a user. A minimum metadata search can be done by searching the
database for ﬁlename, custom metadata, date and MS device name
(see Fig. 6).
The web application DXrecover provides a browser based search
interface to recover the data from the OSD archive. First, the metadata
database is searched by user's request and results are displayed in
the browser (see Fig. 7). The metadata contains a link to the objects
located on the OSD archive which allows downloading the raw data
to local computers.
The interplay of MSDX and DXrecover is shown in Fig. 8.
3.4. IT core system (SAN with virtualization)
Finally we would like to introduce our IT core system involved
in almost all of our facilities' activities (see Fig. 9). It is based on a
SAN system (RAID array with Dell EqualLogic modules and powerful
servers) managed by a VMware Hypervisor ESXi virtual machine
manager (VMM). The VMM system exclusively allows setting up
virtual machines which can be installed with any type of OS. These
virtual servers can execute different server roles and may provide all
possible IT services. The corresponding disk space is outsourced to an
extra storage system (Dell EqualLogic) providing RAID technology.ction, compression, multithreading and metadata database management.
Fig. 6. Excerpt of the metadata database. The ﬁelds contain additional information describing the data content and provide many search criteria to facilitate the data recovery.
Storing metadata within the object, as well as in a separate database is a powerful feature to characterize data content in more detail and be able to search it efﬁciently.
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management and conﬁguration. Additionally, there is an iSCSI switch
connection allowing high throughput data transfer between physical
servers and EqualLogic disk modules. All ﬁles (including the OS) are
located on the storage system whereby the hypervisor machines act as
a management system. The storage data is replicated (snapshot) on a
daily basis to a remote storage system in a spatially separated ﬁre com-
partment. In our facility a lot of services such as spectrum identiﬁcation
search engines (e.g. Proteome Discoverer) run on virtual machines and
are accessible with other clients, via browser, or remote software.
4. Discussion
In this section we discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the
presented concepts (see Table 2 for an overview).
In the following, we will discuss some of the details of these prop-
erties with a special focus on the large professional systems we have
experience with.
Storing raw data on CD/DVDs has been an option for years. But as
ﬁle sizes of MS raw data have been increasing dramatically, limited
disk capacity excludes this medium for facility-wide use. Although
providing data immutability, the lack of data reliability of disks in
case of archiving one copy only is a weakness of this option. Though
CD/DVDs are compatible with a lot of computer systems, they do
not offer fast data availability: usually one has to insert several disks
successively until the correct ﬁle is found. Life duration of disks differs
due to quality, temperature ﬂuctuations and sunlight which can be a
great risk for data loss if intending long-term archiving.Fig. 7. DXrecover web frontend for searching and downloading archived data. The front
The results are listed in a table and raw ﬁles can be directly downloaded from the OSD devThe LTO technology provides a better transportable medium
option for storing big amounts of data. Digital tape cartridges offer
high durability and are designed to be shock-proofed. Their average
life span can reach up to 30 years and this makes them suitable for
long-term ofﬂine archiving. WORM cartridges are useful to make
data immutable. With regard to data recovery, tapes are very slow.
The sequential storing concept requires potentially long-lasting posi-
tional searches. Tapes can be regarded as ofﬂine archiving systems
recommended for long-term preservation with non-frequent recov-
ery access. They offer similar storage capacities as hard-disks but
higher write transfer rates. A read or write access cannot be done at
once. Initial purchasing costs are higher but worthwhile for the tape
system's life time. Hard-disks are initially cheaper and offer faster
recovery access especially with a good backup software. Hard-disks
are widely used for short-term backups where quick recovery time
is required [39,40].
All transportable media allow storage in specialized locations like
in a spatially separated ﬁre compartment or a safe. However, they
might be unfavorable if not stored centrally.
Professional storage solutions use hard disks enabling fast simulta-
neous access. The disks are usually combined into a RAID system to
increase performance and reliability in case of single disk loss. File
server, NAS, SAN and OSDs can be utilized for various use cases. Focus-
ing on storage purposes they offer different features each of which
provides assets and drawbacks with regard to backup, archiving and
recovery:
File servers can be used as a centralized environment for sharing
data between a large number of users to reduce disk space on localend is a view on the metadata database and offers ﬁlter options to limit the search.
ice by clicking the ﬁlename link.
Fig. 8.Workﬂow for archiving (1) and recovering (2) MS raw data. Archiving: The MSDX client streams the data attached with some custom metadata to the OSD archive. A device
protocol response code (fail or success) is received together with the UUID and metadata header. If successfully stored, UUID and metadata are stored into the metadata database.
Recovery: The DXrecover web frontend provides a metadata search. The metadata database contains links (UUID) to the OSD archive in which the data objects are physically located.
Requesting a selected ﬁle and therefore sending the corresponding UUID to the archive initialize a direct download from the OSD device and recover the object.
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backup or archiving, but might as well create problems with concur-
rent write access by multiple users, data inconsistency and security,Fig. 9. SAN architecture. This specialized conﬁgured architecture uses a hypervisor, a so called v
The VMM system is started from USB ﬂash devices and running in memory. All data, even thos
separated from the server unit and fast data transfer is performed by 10 Gb/s iSCSI switches.
spatially separated ﬁre compartment for recovery. A SAN can also be conﬁgured and used withlack of annotation or inappropriate time for locating individual ﬁles.
Professional backup software reduces these problems by using ﬁle
servers for backup. However, this increases the costs. Therefore,irtual machine manager (VMM). It is the basic OS of all virtual systems and their services.
e of the virtual OS, is stored and loaded from the external storage. This primary storage is
A nightly snapshot of the primary storage is replicated on a remote storage located in a
standard servers without any virtualization underlying.
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requirements.
A NAS is a cheap, easy-to-establish and easy-to-use storage solution.
But it has often a very limited functionality. NAS systemswith extended
functionality (e.g. remote mirroring) are available, but more expensive.
The installation allows simple integration into an existing network
but multi-client access can easily overburden the system or even lead
to connection aborts. Disadvantages occur, especially if storing big
amounts of data like MS raw data, when using a non-expandable sys-
tem. The costs for expansions might be low but additional expenses
for integrating former data (rebuild) can outperform this beneﬁt. One
should consider that using simple NAS systems in -high performance
environmentsmight reduce performance andmight end up in data loss.
In high performance environments a SAN is the best solution.
A major advantage is that physically separated or virtual servers access
this remote storage via 10 Gb/s switches, which make access compara-
ble with local storage. With optimized conﬁguration or integration
into existing environments it supplies high data availability, scalability,
monitoring and speed. High performance IT-services can be conﬁgured
and backup as well as recovery time even for large amounts of data
isminimized. Automated rules for replication procedures simplify trans-
fers within large network environments. A variety of management tools
allow speciﬁc SAN set-ups adapted to distinct requirements. The most
important disadvantage of a SAN is the high initial acquisition cost,
although further expenses are low once it has been set up correctly.
Due to its complexity a SAN demands high management and conﬁgura-
tion effort. Sometimes this leads to additional expenses for external
experts.
As discussed above, digital tapes can be seen as ofﬂine archives. In
contrast, OSD systems can be regarded as online archives, primarily
used for long-term storage of ﬁxed content. An important advantage
of OSDs is the association of data content and metadata with an
unambiguously UUID merged into one object. Attaching metadata
improves data characterization and allows building up logical opera-
tions in databases structuring data content and providing sophistic-
ated search opportunities for fast object recovery. Flat address space
without any hierarchy simpliﬁes the system's architecture. OSDs
provide intelligent data management, self-healing, and scalability,
among other things. Client workstations can directly access the OSD
via compatible software for fast data transfer with custom metadata.
A policy driven approach based on metadata offers a powerful method
to allow or restrict access to read, write, edit, or delete any individual
object. The approach of object data archiving including individual
settings for object replica creation provides further data redundancy
that is going beyond the redundancy of RAID technology. The advantage
of this object based approach [41] is the decreased risk of traditional
RAID controllers for running into problems with further growing disk
capacities (>4 TB) [42]. An additional beneﬁt is the conﬁguration
of an individual object lifecycle which automatically initiates object
deletion when lifecycle is expired.
In contrast to all the beneﬁts the initial costs for such a system are
huge though it can save expenses due to less maintenance efforts on
the long run. Another disadvantage is the additional need for supplemen-
tary client software for data transfer available by different companies.
These extra costs can be avoided by developing own software using the
supplied SDK. This requires good programming skills which are usually
not available in a pure MS facility. Developing own software is very
time consuming but has the beneﬁt of being ﬂexible in reacting to
constantly changing demands and use cases especially occurring in prote-
omics facilities.
Additionally, there are further sophisticated systems which are
successfully integrated in research facilities with a constantly increasing
amount of data. For example it is worth mentioning the integrated
Rule-Oriented Data System (iRODS) [43] and the data management sys-
tem dCache [44], two open source middleware systems. Middleware
systems bring along the beneﬁt of connecting platform independent
10 H. Meckel et al. / Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 1844 (2014) 2–11applications. iRODS is a data management software system for sharing,
preserving and archiving distributed large-scale data of different storage
architecture systems (e.g. SAN, NAS, RAID). It implements a “data grid”
which organizes data into logical collections [45]. Some key features in-
clude a rule-engine with user-deﬁned policies and rules (e.g. automated
administrative issues), descriptive metadata in a database and scalable
options for managing distributed but collaborating projects including
many users [46]. Similarly, the management system dCache combines
heterogeneous disk storage systems for storing and retrieving large
amounts of data among distributed server nodes, representing reposito-
ries under a single ﬁle system tree. It can be conﬁgured to guarantee a
minimum number of copies of each data set to be available in case of
server or disk failure. The software provides a large set of standard access
protocols to the repositories [17,47].
Though we do not have practical expertise in using these two
solutions we would like to highlight and compare some of our
archiving solution features with these solutions in general on the
basis of specialist literature. The server/client middleware software
solutions, iRODS and dCache have the beneﬁt of providing sharable
data across geographically distributed heterogeneous storage sys-
tems from collaborating projects. The user-deﬁned policy and rule
engine of iRODS can be used for automated task workﬂows and
user-driven metadata annotation in databases. This offers favorable
and comprehensive possibilities in adaptable conﬁgurations to user —
or project speciﬁc requirements. Especially, these middleware applica-
tions are available for free and can be a suitable hardware-independent
and versatile alternative, which goes beyond simple archiving. Compara-
ble to this, our introduced OSD solution serves as a digital online archive,
where user content data, metadata and data attributes are stored
together into a storage object identiﬁed by an object identiﬁer. This
combination offers the beneﬁt of a hierarchy free and direct access
to the objects as well as separate individual object conﬁguration
(e.g. number of object replicas) which increases ﬂexibility, safety and
maneuverability. There are still many other features an OSD can offer:
e.g. management of low-level physical disk operations, security func-
tions as well as direct access via an object identiﬁer as an advantage of
object-based data structure in comparison to traditional block-based
disk structures. In contrast to backup or ofﬂine archives, OSD systems
always provide online availability of ﬁles which lowers administrative
effort. The individual object replica conﬁguration prevents the imple-
mentation and integration of separate backup strategies. However, the
OSD system is a specialized hardware dependent solution. It requires
additional hardware in case of geographically distributed use and
therefore additional costs. In comparison to the introducedmiddleware
solutions, the functionality of theOSD is primarily based on thehardware
side. A range of functions, similar to iRODS and dCache, would certainly
be feasible, but possibly more difﬁcult and expensive to implement.
The introduced software solutions MSDX and DXrecover offer simple
functionality for long-term archiving of ﬁxed digital content (MS raw
ﬁles) and fast retrievability adapted to user speciﬁc requirements.
5. Conclusions and outlook
Proteomics facilities should pay careful attention to data storage,
backup and archiving. The presented storage solutions can be used to
build up reliable backup and archiving systems for small and mid-
sized facilities. They offer ﬂexible and reliable possibilities for any kind
of storage requirements. They can be seen as complementary technolo-
gies. Especially disk-based solutions can be used for short-term backups
in short periodically intervals. Combining digital tapes or expensive but
powerful object storage solutions for long-term archiving offers a solid
implementation for data integrity.
In the future, cloud solutions have to be assessed aswell, which offer
storage and computing power over the internet. They may thus also be
interesting for backup and archiving proteomics data. Though this
approach might be attractive due to lower costs, some critical factorsshould be taken into account that are caused by remote physical
location: these comprise e.g. time for uploading large data volumes,
data privacy protection issues, access control, and permanent deletion
of sensitive data.
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